can wrap their minds around this somewhat chaotic environment will find Twitter journal clubs useful, " he says.
On 11 June, Mike Brown, an astronomer at the California Institute of Technology in Pasadena, pioneered another use of Twitter when he 'livetweeted' plots of observations he was making of the transit of the dwarf planet Haumea by its moon, Namaka, from the Wil liam Herschel Telescope on La Palma in the Canary Islands, Spain (see go.nature.com/ me9trl). "There is an interest in getting dis coveries out there quickly, " he says.
Simon Schaffer, a historian of science at the University of Cambridge, says that Twitter is not as different from traditional scientific com munication as it may seem. Journals began as letters between scientists, and were only later collated and published. "The idea of the per sontoperson message is the essence of com munication in the sciences, " says Schaffer. And although Boyle's published reports were long winded, he and other early scientists also kept notebooks in which they succinctly listed facts and observations that they had heard from oth ers in coffee shops and elsewhere. "In a sense, Boyle was already tweeting, " says Schaffer. ■
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Researchers tweet technical talk
In the latest trend in scientific discourse, journal clubs and data disclosures move to Twitter.
On 5 June, a medical-journal club had its first meeting on Twitter. The chat was brisk and technical, as this extract shows. NNT measures a treatment's effectiveness; #TwitJC is the hashtag that identifies posts as part of the club. The full transcript is at go.nature.com/iuidmy. tobyhillman RT @TWSY: NNT to save one life? #twitjc -9:04 PM drgrumble @amcunningham Not if we are still arguing about whether or not the result is meaningful. #TwitJC -9:04 PM simonpeteryoung @drgrumble @ twitjournalclub ah but then the nonsig results are left vulnerable #TwitJC -9:04 PM aj0610 @anaestheticdoc @TWSY About 6 #twitjc -9:04 PM 
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